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8/ Competition Profi ling Analysis.
These two sets of results were then combined to produce our individual competition profi le. Our initial architectural 
profi le was edited to remove any traits that were not related to entering competitions For example – team working and 
ability to detail etc. Correlations then began to emerge: The people in the lower band tended to perceived themselves 
less confi dent at producing fl ashy computer drawings an integral part of competitions. The people in the top band 
tended to perceive them selves as possessing strong communication skills, both verbal and written. There is also a 
sliding scale in these traits across the bands from low to higher, with percieved skills refl ecting competition results. 
There was a close correlation between three students in the middle band... Hannah, Rachel and Naomi...Will Naomi, 
Hannah and Rachel do equally well at the end of the year? The average scores in each band display a low to high range 
in perceived competence in completion skills.



Analysis

9/ Studio Skill Trend Analysis.
In the middle is the perfect architecture student – well versed in all architectural and social skills. We divided the self 
appraisal questions into the two areas and then displayed the group score for each question (or skill). The gradient 
from grey to blue goes from poor to good skill confi dence to each question, with blue showing a signifi cantly higher 
collective score (where we perceived our skills to be better).
The diagram clearly shows we have more confi dence in areas that we have categorized as social. Perhaps we are not 
as ready to admit our architectural skills or perhaps our architectural education does not equip us with the classical 
skills needed for architectural competitions or indeed the confi dence in these skills for success in competitions.



10/ We are Conformists.
Perhaps because of the time pressure; the competition seems to have forced us to fall back onto our respective coping 
tactics – our own architectural pre-programming. Instead of trying to deny this; constantly thinking we have to be 
‘alternative’ or ‘original’- What if we accept that we are a generation of conformists? Far from being de-motivating- it’s 
incredibly liberating.

We are

Conformists 

De-Code
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A meme (pronounced /�mi�m/), constitutes a theoretical unit of cultural information, the building block of cultural evolution or diffusion that propagates from one mind to another 
analogously.

De-Code

11/ Genes and Memes.
If architecture is somehow pre-programmed in its language, its tools, the way it thinks and operates in the world- what 
is that programming code? Individually we have genes – programming that we’re born with,  but also a set of ‘memes’– 
Pieces of inherited cultural information; the habits, techniques, language and ideas we pick up along the way. These 
are both individual and collective. If science has opened the path to genetic modifi cation and the human genome, 
we might be able to treat our Meme-code in a similar way. One of the hardest things to do is suspend judgement- 
Conformity is neither a bad or a good thing- it’s far more complex than that. If we didn’t conform to social memes, 
we couldn’t function in society (We’d have some cars driving on the left and some on the right…). Architecture has a 
memetic code for its own survival.
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De-Code

12/ Creating an Active Memome.
So we used a wiki* (to pull-together the beginnings of an ‘Architectural Memome’ : This consists of a strand of Society 
memes (whether in the morning you brush your teeth before of after breakfast..) and a strand of Architecture memes 
(Architectural drawing codes, elevations, plans, sections etc, tendency to ignore time etc..)

*http://architecturalmemome.wikispaces.com)
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13/ Understanding Memomes.
You can’t throw away your entire pre-programming, we really wouldn’t want to. There’s no such thing as ‘away with the 
past’, the modernist rhetoric. Once we have accepted that we are NOT natural memetic mutations (original thinkers, 
geniuses) We are conformists- We can approach the system as un-innovative designers. This is the key question: Can 
we USE our pre-programmed design routines take architecture’s Memetic code and tweak /modify / cross-breed it 
with other memes?
Essentially this idea suggests that we can design memetic mutations rather than wait for them to just ‘happen’, or fool 
ourselves that they are already happening. 
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14/ Towards Learning.
This studio might be an opportunity to ask what conditions architecture can be placed under to force it to evolve to new 
social / technological conditions? What kinds of tweaks to the way architecture thinks and operates in the world might 
lead to productive mutations in our memetic make-up? It might turn out that that’s the point of architecture schools- To 
force the evolution of the discipline.



We shouldn't assume that this disciplinary brain of ours is creative in the sense of spontaneous 
production of novel formulations. It could more be convincingly argued that the mechanism is designed 
to minimise the amount of novel formulations, the best ideas occurring in spite of the system. The human 
brain, like any other organ, is designed for survival. Its purpose is to ensure the safe passage of genetic 
information to the next generation. Almost all of its operations are designed to ensure that nothing 
happens, with rare innovations, spontaneous mutations, providing a kind of defence against a changing 
environment. Likewise the architectural brain is devoted to the survival of the architect as a species and 
achieves it goal by minimising innovation but not entirely suppressing it. If the basic principle of all 
networks is redundancy, most architectural discourse is polemically redundant. Our discipline is as 
defensive a system as it is possible to imagine, it is calculated to slow things down and distribute 
resources so evenly to minimise significant events. The global infrastructure of professional 
organisations, schools, magazines, books, conferences and lectures is an array of concentrated nodes 
that safely redistributes and diffuses energy throughout the network. More than a million architecture 
students around the world are efficiently networked to each other to slow things down. The discipline 
provides shelter by minimising surprise. Most of our discourse is devoted to absorbing innovation, but 
every now and then there is a productive mutation. 
Mark Wigley, The Architectural Brain / Network Practices p52
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